
Summary

The Internet is a rapidly evolving platform for gathering and distributing 
information. Mechanisms that were dominant in the past (Listserves, browser-
based websites) are being usurped by newer technologies that promise greater 
usability such as mobile, social, apps, and so forth.

The BBC website has already gone through two major revisions in its short 
history: first, the initial "brochure-ware" website was constructed to provide a 
basic web presence. This was later integrated with cuesheetcentral, a flash-based 
website that I wrote to enter an maintain a cue sheet library and lead rides. Most 
recently, the website was re-hosted onto a Joomla content management system 
(CMS) that can be extended using off-the-shelf or custom plugins. 

Since the last major upgrade, tablets have been introduced and have become a 
huge section of the consumer market, smart phones are becoming dominant, and 
social media has toppled regimes across the Middle East. It's time to integrate this 
stuff. 

First, A Little Philosophy

"It has to be easier to do than to not do". As a software developer, I say this a lot. 
What I mean by this is that if a user has to do more work for something than they 
think it's worth, then they won't do it the way you want. This means that you have 
a choice:

1. Up the incentives so that the user will put up with things the way that you 
want to build then or

2. Make things easy and interesting enough that user will do what you want 
without being asked or shown.

Generally we can only afford to pay a small number of people to be involved with 
a website. These people are called developers. We incentivise them with money 
(buying their hours directly or by purchasing their product) to do some very hard 
things to make it easy and fun for the rest of us to use the website. This is why 
good, easy to use websites cost money, and why difficult, hard to use websites are 
cheap. 

Incidentally, this is why we will always have our rides added at the last minute. 
It's far easier to look at the weather one or two days before a ride and decide if 
you want to do something than it is to commit to something weeks or months out. 
What to change that? Incentivise ride leaders to commit to rides earlier. I 
guarantee that if you paid people $100 to commit to a ride three weeks out, that 
the calendar would be full three weeks out.

Lastly, we are advertising a product - rides! The club exists to provide a selection 
of rides for riders of various abilities and needs. For that to work, we need a big 



population of potential ride leaders and riders to see the calendar, and for enough 
of those people to be excited enough to lead or go on a ride. Our entire web 
presence should exist to support that role.

The Website

We had a pretty good website in 2010. Those that use it know how to use it, and 
enough people know how to work the calendar that rides get added and people 
show up for rides, so the calendar is used. 

This type of site reflects a CMS approach to club websites that is common, and 
used by two of the best bike clubs that I know, cascade.org and 
patomacpedalers.org. 

Still, more than three years after the launch, it is nearly impossible to tell the 
difference between the original website and it's current version. See if you can see 
the differences:

Figure 1 : baltobikeclub.org - 12.10.11



Figure 2 : baltobikeclub.org - 2.3.13

In look and feel, these sites are remarkably similar to the Sierra Club website in 
2008:



Figure 2: Sierra Club Website 2008

In general, continual development in web software means that capabilities once 
reserved for organizations with deep pockets will be well within the reach of 
small organizations in the near future. In other words, we should be planning to 
roll out a web presence more like the Sierra Club's current presence over the next 
few years:



Figure 3: Sierra Club Website and Apps 2.3.13



Note that this site integrates new technologies such as mobile and Facebook while 
still providing an email newsletter and a hardcopy magazine for people who are 
more comfortable with that type of experience. 

With that in mind, let's look at what we need to fix on the current site and how to 
move forward with new capabilities.

Features that need to be fixed

The big problem that we're dealing with on the current website is that our ride 
information is untrustworthy. 

 Ride leaders can "move" a ride by changing the date on a past ride to a 
future date. No record of the ride then exists in the past.

 There is no easy, convenient way to enter ride information by the ride 
leaders after the ride. Ed's Google Docs was an excellent effort but it was 
too decoupled from the current website, too complex and too intimidating 
to be used by any but the most motivated ride leader. 

 Others?

In my opinion, the underlying cause of the problems with the ride data is that the 
calendar plugin is a lightly modified component for setting up meetings, not for 
setting up rides. The best way to fix this issue would be to have our own plugin. 
This could be done either by having a developer write one from scratch, or 
contact the developers of Joomla calendar plugins (the one that we are using as 
well as others, and get bids for the development of a plugin that meets our needs. 
Obviously, we would need to put together a reasonably detailed requirements 
document for the bids (and subsequent testing), but that's a comparatively 
straightforward task.

New enhancements

Once the site is fixed, we should consider the kinds of enhancements that improve 
the experience for members, guests and club management. Here are some things 
that I personally would like to see. I'm sure that others have similar lists:

1. Site statistics. I'd like to see graphs that show the usage of the site over 
time. How many return guests do we have? What are the most active 
forums? The least visited pages? We could use this information to 
incrementally improve the current site and bear that information in mind 
for future work. Another very useful item to track would be the IP address 
of visitors to particular pages. For example, it would be possible to 
determine the number of unique page views for each ride by day, leading 
up to the day a ride was led.

2. Ride database improvements. First and foremost, the query mechanism 
needs to be improved. It should be possible to search by keyword, 



distance, ride author, rating, destination, file type (PDF, XLS, GPX, etc), 
and combinations of these options. 

3. Geographic cuesheet search. Personally, I'd love to see a map showing the 
results of my search, where the ride start and destinations are shown.

4. Socialized ride creation (SRC). Rather than a ride leader deciding to lead a 
ride on a certain day, I think it might be interesting to invert that process 
and show a desire for a ride that is then shared with other riders. For 
example, I would bring up the cuesheet map and select Oregon Ridge as a 
place I'd like to ride from this Sunday. The map would show all the 
destinations that are supported in the cuesheet library. I select Mt Airy, 
because the distance and hills seem right for the forecast. Maybe I select a 
couple of other places that might be nice as well. Later, another user 
brings up the SRC page and sees that I've marked what rides I'd like to do. 
She agrees that the Oregon Ridge ride would be fun and marks that she 
would like to attend. Over the next few days, two rides become most 
popular - the Oregon Ridge ride and another out of Mt. View Middle 
School. The popularity of the rides is indicated by the color of the icon at 
the ride start. The web page also has a list of all the potential rides and the 
riders who have expressed interest in them. There is a checkbox above 
each potential ride that says "I'd like to lead this ride". If a user checks this 
box, then the ride becomes officially scheduled in the ride calendar, and 
the icon on the map changes to indicate that the ride is on the calendar.

5. Integrated incentives for ride leading, record keeping, and other club 
activities. I'd like to see a mechanism for providing "points" to club 
members who actively engage in the club's functions. These points are 
tracked and displayed on a statistics page so that folks who are most 
involved can be immediately rewarded. Also, I'd like to see these points 
redeemable for club items, ranging from free admission to events such as 
the CWC to being able to purchase club jerseys or even club 
memberships.

6. Integration with other sites. Many bicycle related websites generate 
information that would be useful to aggregate and show on our home 
page. These groups range from other area clubs (HoCoCyclists), to 
advocacy (LAC) to boutique commercial (ROAD magazine). These sites 
have RSS feeds, tweet streams and a variety other means for getting their 
word out. Pulling some of the more interesting items into feeds of our own 
would makes sense

7. Output to Twitter, Facebook, RSS, etc. I've talked about this at length 
before. Upcoming rides, ride reports, all manner of things can be sent to 
social networking sites. It expands our web presence and makes us visible 
to a greater population of potential members, and also makes it easier for 
our members to get information about rides and events where they already 
spend their time.



Mobile

In addition to a mobile version of the website, we should look into creating apps 
that help our members and promote the club. These could range from the simple 
to the complex - it depends on how much money we want to spend developing 
them. (See the Sierra Club's "sushi" app in Figure 3  for an example);

Potential Apps
Get me to the ride on time! This app would calculate how long it would 
take you to get to a particular ride start from your current location. In 
addition it could provide a (customizable) list of items to bring that is 
determined by the forecast high and chance of rain. If you are a ride 
leader, it would remind you to print out the sign-in sheet and an estimate 
of the number of cue sheets that would be needed based on the number of 
people who expressed interest in the ride earlier, or by unique views (by IP 
address) of the ride description.

Rider Finder. If a rider wanted to do a particular ride launched this app 
(even before leaving the house), the group of people who also checked 
into the ride using the app would be able to keep track of the position of 
each other. The primary use of this app would be to allow groups of riders 
to regroup, but it could also be used to track riders who were late to the 
ride start, who were not moving for prolonged periods of time on the 
route, even sending out an alert if an impact were recorded. Because the 
app would not have to "wake up" as often as a traditional GPS application, 
the battery life on a smartphone would not be as affected, allowing the app 
to run during the entire ride.

Conclusions

The Internet continues to grow and develop. For the same reasons that the BBC 
put together the initial website and subsequently re-launched it, the BBC will 
have to continue to incorporate new technologies in its mission to reach new 
riders. To this end, the BBC should allocate the resources to a major update to the 
current site that includes fixing current problems and integrating with social 
networks and mobile platforms. 

To produce these new capabilities, the BBC should consider establishing 
relationships with software development houses or individuals that are capable of 
writing sophisticated Joomla plugins and developing mobile apps for iPhone and 
Android. The BBC should then create a set of requirements that describe the 
desired capabilities of the system and submit them for bid, after which 
development can begin on major and minor revisions of the BBC web presence in 
a predetermined, predictable way.


